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IN THE BEGINNING
WOMEN ]N CHRISI TODAY
A Speciat Report 8y Marguita Moss
GOD'S DESIGN: WOMAN'S DIGNITY
By Bobbie Lee Holley
WOMEN IN SUBMISSION
By Pat Suba
PLEASE TRY TO UNDERSTAND
By Carol Gaffard
'
WOMEN ALONE
FORUM
WHAT & Sq WHAT
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Eu.oon., it seems, is into the "wôman ,rJÞgí;tTh.
plaçe, the role, the position, the proper sphere, tþe wonh,
the goâls, the liberation or subjugation of women are th€
current topics of discussion or derision in almost every

quarter imaginable. Books aré coming 'from the press
weekly, ranging from Adam's Fractuted Rib ¡o Sexaøl
Politics to Føscinatiitg Womanhood. Hardly a magazine
appears without an article concerning wom€n, m¿le.female
relationships, or "the movement": 'rWomen's Lib is Fooþ
ishness," "Comparative Employability of Men and lilomçn
in Different Industries,". "The Nature of Love," "Sdn-

at every stage ln the career of a m¿n librarian he
is being readied for supervisory, bettcr-paid
jobs.2

2, Irràtional and Hiþly Emotional
A girl (how many girls?) was raped last month
by more than eighty Pakistani soldiers and went
out of hèr mindl lio* -"ny men can truly say
they see no connection, however small, between
this extremo event and their own occasional
behavior?3

shine on the Sòapsuds." Cartoons, jokes, college classes,
seminars, and discussion groups proliferate. Groups from
NOl{ (N¿tional Organization of Women) to SCUM (Society for Cutting'up Men) to W.W.ïtr.lV. (Women Who Want
To Be Women) are organized around some facet of this
complex pheñomenon.

The r¡ature of what has been written, spoken or
f"llt into almost any category one ban name¡

thought

!,
' .

Serious and Practical

One of the first things we need today is the
free atmosphere in which women can decide for
themselves just-what rhey are and what they are
intended to

be.l

:

Library school faculties súbtl¡, and not 30
subtly indicate that the males will direct the
work and the females do the work in libraries.
lVe knew ¿ professor who was rumored .to giVe
men .one letter grade higher than women performing at the same level,. a n¡mor which was
quite generally regarded as. rrue by both his
wómen and men students. . . . Ar every stage in
'the career ôf a .wom¿n librarian
she is being
readied

'. rArlene

for

non-supervisory, less well-paid jobs;

Swidler, Woman'in a Man's Cburch (New

York:' Paulist Prcss, 1972), p.21.
2
Raymond Cârpenter and Kenneth Shearer, "Sex and
Salary Update," Library Journø|, 99 (Jan. 15, t974),
p. 1oó.

3¡ili Tweedie, The Guardian,
!an. 3, 1972, as'quoted

in .Arinanna Stassinopoulous, The Female Woman (New
York: Random House, 1973), p.33.
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tf your husband is in the armed forces, or a
fireman, what can you expect under ERA? It

editors peòple the barricades humanbeingfully?e
prayerful
ønd Spiritaat
6.
"' "i;J

will be.illegaì to þave separate f¿cilities-so
husband will be sharing sleeping quarterS, l:î
rest- ,'
rooms, showers, end/or foxholes with women.a-r

rcdeemiåg power of christ makes it possiblc to go back io tt c ideals of paradise, for he
äLa to make the crooked straight. That
strdightçning includes not only our relationship
witþ God but.slso our twisted, out-of-joint rela¡ionçhipc with' othet peoplc, including male-

-'
Frigbtening
l
, Anarchism, in its fight for the freedorhr of
every individual from any form of organization . . , has always given a .generous plece to .,. :
femele'rela¡ionsl¡ips. l0
women in . its undiffercntiating ..morieÍnent. . . ,
Knowin!,, gi¡d restless, sceking 1ryo¡iren, ill ¿t
" : ease witb. herself and' with her world, I have
People think of anarchism ¿s cháqs. This is tob ,
crude ; but within this.stress on private liberation
ofte¡; thought, Såø neeils to sit on tbe Loil's lap
and individual freedom there is e necessary ranand
let bim loae he¡ and quiet her a bit. I have
h
domness which aims a blow at anything in its
therç
often myself and come away refreshed
sst
" åI
way.... Liberation,ìin an¿rchist terms, expresses '.#,.I
own
person. tt's the Lord's promisc ybu
iüi¡ny
itself as a release of âll one's dammed-up psychic :: fi..f lpr. "As one whom her mother cofnforts, so I
l!
energiesr probabty no one feels the need for this
!f comfort'yorr" (Isa. óó,13).
morãthanau'oman.....Ce4ainly.itfreesthem^î,'''jl.!.l::-.l:.'1^:^
ls to our Sn¡une tnat
_-__ As has So ottBn beçn the case, rtâ¡
.personelty from [ne cultural constrarnts or, LDour, ..
.-*,----vital
concern has
impetus
for
¿
Ch¡istian
thc
examining
geo$socletY:tneyareDraveenovlolent'wrtnouti
within
rather
tÌ¡an
the
church, the
from
outside
. :-:_:--;:--:f
come
--ì'-,: of otners.a car€ ror tne- oP¡ntons
God's'people'
where love' considgration'
Radical feminism, the revolution for the re- !"1*iill--.of
, .- .;; iustice, worth, acceptance and enabli¡g should be the rule
rease oI tne oPPresscg {naJonty of tne wonc.
rather than the exception. However, "thç time has come
" 'î',:'
Drrwouto llDera[e fest-.fuDe DeDres, DaDy-faEns".:'? to t¿lk of manv thincs" and that within the context of

3.

¡^

gu' r1iír' 'L Jou. christ and the living of.our rives in his
love.ForChristianwoman-andi¡an,forth¿tmatter-dhe

:iiil:iJ,i:iïJ""IrjÏ,"i,"".iälÏi"räi"#i
....., ..1 .. L------ ---,:---: l--::;;
apPtlcauon

guaran[ee rnar rnerr numane
Itt
nnauy rree manK¡no
rrom [ne traP

;i;ì;;y.;--

4,

,
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/

or

woulo
Parnlul

purpose, his beautiful crestion, and his glorious

Ridicqloas. dnd. Ptëposterous

The êarê of childien, even from the period
when their cognìtivê powers first emerge, is
i'nfiiritety betier left to the best trained practitioRers of both sexes who have åhosen ii as a
vocation, rather than t'o harried ¿nd all too
.fqeqrrently unhappy persoris with'little time or
tar¡te for the. work of educating minds howçver
y.gung or belovcd. . . the farnily, a$ that term is

Acccpting the challcnge that "the time has cor4e to
talk of many things," the University Avenue and Brent'
.wpod Churches of Christ in Austin, Texas, clspo4sored
"Women in Christ Today-A Seminar" on Novembcr
15-16, 1974. On this occasion a group of Christian men
and women, both young and old, explored with honcsty
and candor, with disagreement and love, with puzzlenient
and insight an affïtmative theology of wom¡nhood and
something of its implications in the lives of Christi¿n
women and in the life of the church..These congregations
are to be congratulated on their willingness to. próvidc a
'forum where such deep and intense feelings could be

piesently understood, muç¡ g9.7

"This book will ææh Tbe Att of Winning ø
Mails Complete Looe and Adorqtioz. It isn't
necessary fqr the man to know or do anything
about the matter. In fact, it is an advantage if he

voiced, wherc new ide¿s could be investigated and where
men ehd women could cxpress their misgivings, their
hurts ¿nd their hopes about the future of the church end
their roles within it.
This issue of Mission will include much of the materiel

does not. The art is to arouse his feelings.Ü

5. Humorous
The "Bfôtherhood of Man" has.becofne the
!'syblinghood of Personkind.'"
l4rill enrollees in Freshperson English hinceforth write in a workpersonlike manner? \l¡ill

in the seminar and report on some of thc
ieactions'to papen¡ and panels, discussions of the ideas
presented

presented and individual responses to

4"Ladies! Have Yoq Heard,".' Le¿flet Distributed by
rdtlomen r[tho Want
Texas.

Esrä¿ø (New

Books, 1971), p. ó8.
6
ru;a., p. ts.

Barbara, Cal.:'Pacific Press, 19ó3),

f.7.

eThomas

York: Vintage

Kate Millett, Sexual Politics (Garden City, New
York: Doubleday & Cp., 1970). pp. L26-127.
E
Helen B. Andelin, Fascinøting . Womønbood (Santa
?
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To Be Women.(\ryïVWW), Fort lVorth,

5¡uliet Mitchell, Woman's

4

desþ for

her.'

J. Wertenbaker,

Jr., Lqner in Tbe New York

Times Magaqí2g, Novembet lO, 1974, p.22.

'

r0Letha Scanzoni and Nancy flardesty, All We'¡e
Meant to B¿ (lÀlaço, Texes: lrl/ord Books, Publishcr, 19741,
p.L2.
- rtcladys
Hunt, Ms. Means Myself (New York: Bant¡m
Books, 1972), p. 13.
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A SFBCIAL

REFMT BY DIANQUITA IOSS
M*,

Church of Christ women for the first time
left at ho-e a lifetime of cliches ¿bout the role of

women, brushed aside time-honored biblical interpretations, and gathered in Austin, Texas, to take a
iresh, piercing lõok at God's will for women today.
"I want the opportunity tó be all th¿t (Jesus)
rúvants me to be, to use all that he has given me to
use," declared keynote speaker Mrs. Bobbie Lee'
, Holley, welþknown lecturer and'author from
Hill, North Carolina, 'lunimpeded by bias,
' Chapêl
prejtdice, traditions without foundations, misappropriated Bible verses, irrational pronounceménts or elders who say, '['don't give a dãmn what
Jesus thought; I don't want any wõman reading the
scripture in worship.' "
' Itirs. Holley, 'mother of ' four teenagers and
holder of a masters degree frorn Northwestern
Universiry; spent more ihan six months'of daily
, research and-study;."including a courie from Duke
University, in preparation of the 74-page manuscript which she excerpted for the seminat address.
"I have no feminist ¿xes to grind nor any
dogmatic conclusions' to defend," Mrs. Holley
maintained. She. is the quiet-spoken gray-haired
wife of the University of North Carolina's dean of
the School of Library Science.
For many seminar participants, the speeches,.the
. men's reaction panel and the small group discus. sions were unsèttling. Some dbservsl5 p¡edicted
that the issue of woman's place in the church will
leád to an overt or covert split in the 2.4
million-member Churchei of Christ over questions
of biblical hermeneutics.
One Austin congregation whose elders "strongly
discouraged" iti wõmen from attending the confer, ence seni two representatives considered "wellgrounded" in biblical teaching to "see what the
liberal wing of the church is up to."
Most of the more than 200 conferees, however,
expressed enthusiastic agreement with Mrs.
and
- Holley's view that traditional male supremacy
female subjugation are perversions of God's creation, resultin$ from si'n, and that woman was
designed with initiative and freedom as man's

.

God-given equal.

Mrs. Holley said that. God cre4ted men end
women equal, but that the Old Testament and Néw
Marquita Moss is a member. of the Brèntwood Church of
Christ in Austin. Her journalistic expêrience includes three
years with the state capitol bureau of the Dallas Morning
Nøøs and writing f.or Cbústiatity Today.
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that are simply not scriptural and are contrary to'
Christ's teaching." LeFan declared that it's shameful for a woman to speak.in the church and
admitted that he purposety avo.ided Mrs. Holley's
speech.

One minister . among the men attending the

conference predicted that dealing with the issûe of
\¡yoman's role will lead to'a split in the Ch¡¡rches of
Christ. Not since ,the restoration movement have
fundamentalist churches been; presenled with an
issue so perslstent, one which.ean ortly be sglved

with a decision about biblical interpretation, he

claimed. Women can't attain equal status i4 cþgrch
unless we discard the dictatiön thepry ofi{blical
interpretation, he said. "Paul was.just ßpqlãFeçific

for that."
lo rt¡T
Organizers of the seminar expressed., concern
that issues could be considered in a spirit of love
and acceptance. "I just want them (traditionalisti)
to listen to my feelings, my poirit of view,'t
explained Valorie Collins, young Austin mother
who dreamed of the conference with Mrs. Robyn
White, originator of the idea, and brought thedream to réality. "ïVe've listened to their point of
view all these years."

Mrs. White'and Mrs. Collins polled Church of
Christ women all over the United States. "We
. found out there wère a lot of women who r{¡êre
.questioning and were searching for ánsw€rs. There
is a wide spectrum of views about what is the role
of women," Mrs. Collins said. The conference was
designed as a result, "more in the spirit of helping
to'reach a new level of underst¿nding each other.
We don't want lines drawn."
Mrs. Ruth Sawyer, Austin grandmother,'said
that several Brentwood and University Avenue
women designed ¡he meetiing "based on their
honest admission of frustration at being treated as
second rate citizens, with no outlet for the'ir
questions, no real meat for growth, a shushing, an
inability to fit honestly into another's preconceived role which is unie¿l in contemporary life.
This day of revelation has grown out of thesè'deep
needs."

seminar, almost as.a relief from the struggle to deal

with'women's rights, the focus chans-ed to a parrel
of f.ive women who share another kind of strugglefacing the Chrisdan life alone.
Five poignant stories were shared by Virgina
MARCH. 1975

Craig, widow of three years and mother of five
grolrrn children; Pat Waggoner, also widowed three
years ago and mother of two young children;
Cynthia Farley, ps¡¡chological counselor who is
single by life circumstances and choice; Jan
McCoy, young mother whose husband is not a
'Christlan; and Billie Lowery, whose husband de-,
serted her and their three daughters four years ago.
Mrs, ftaig shared the siruggle .to face he¡
husband's tagic death tfter a tûvo'year'bout with
amyotrophic late¡al schlerosis. He died at the peak
of his caieer as an elder of the church and a college
professor.
Mrs. Waggonçr offçred some advice gleaned from
the. 19 months leading to her husband's death from
cancer and her months of mourning. She sugge'sted
tTime
sending a quick note, but "please don't say,

will hèal.'-That's not what I

wanted to he¿r."
Noting that death of a spouse can come to anyone,
she advised, "Be awaie of yourself more. You are
truly an extension' of your husband's identity. As
much as you think you'are an individual, once you
are up-against-this, )¿ou ar: ngtj Try to hang on to
your
identity."
- Miss
Fariey deplored the pressufes on single
women to find a- husband. "If you are married,
you're somebody. If you âre not.m4rried, you're
nobody." Churches should work to inilude single
Christians in the congregational family, she said,
sharing her feelings of alienation from the rest of
the church.
Mrs. McCoy related "sotn€ hurts I've experienced" as the wife of a husband' and father who is
not a Christian and somi problems she faced as the
result of trying to force her husband to become a
Christian. Aftel facing his request for a tlivorce and
seeking help, to save their m4rriage, from a
profesiional coun¡elor, !!l think I h¿ve set him free
io find God in his way." Perhaps most eye-opening was Mrs. Lowery's
story of the "pain and rejection that comes from
being rejected by a husband of many years. . .and
whaf it means to feel that God, too, has forseken
me." She spoke of the struggle for faith, the fight
against bitterness and hatred, the fight to earn e
liiing, the rials of trying to rear three girls, the
despêrate need for understanding companionship.
She recounted her struggles to start a class at the
congregation she attends for "all the displaced
people," and expressed delight at its growth from
six members to 73 in less than ayear.
At the close of the seminarr gtoup .leaders
reported stróng sentiment in favor of making the
wõmen's seminar an annual event, echoing Mrs.
Holley's feeling of "shame that the impetus for
examing a vital Christian concern has come from
'
outside rather than within'the church." /fæN
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BYBOBBIE I.EEI@LLEY
t ¡3Br
The most difficult task that any serious Bible
student has is translating the meanings of Scripture
into relevant conceþts for living life il the woild of
today. The problem most often is not in ditermining what Jesus or Paul or Moses said and did¡ but
what did it mean for the people of their rime, for
the specific siruarion foi which it was spoken?
Then, what does it mean for us? Because Jesus did
it, does it mçan that it is valid for all rime or was it
done in refêrence to â particular problem or
moment? Beçause Paul said it to one group of
people, does it necessarily have the meaning for us
as for those in his cultural milieu? We have ðlaimed
in the Church of Christ to be people of patterns.
Others, however, have made the same clãim and
their patterns are different from ours. How does
one explain this? For varying and complex reasons,
each group has selected its own set oi patterns to.
be die-cast for all time and rejected othèrs deemed
valid by another group. This "patterns-for-all.rime"
âpproach to the biblical record holds dangers. It
often binds cultural norms instead of sþiritual
ones. It leads to ridiculous rationalizati-ons to
justify certain accepted practices. It makes it
almost impossible for us to re-consider our beliefs
and to change.if we have new insights, new leadings
and new Spirit urgings. Scripture becomes a deãd
letter rather than a living, dynamic word with ever
fresh and new meanings for eaçh person and for

.r lo
light and life out of our problems and struggles, I
am proposing that we re-examine the place of
woman in God's creation and plan in a way that
becorñes very personal to each oï us-whèthei male
or female. Please know that I have no feminist axes
to grind nor any dogmatic conclusions to defend.
During the last six to eight months,of study, some
of my feelings and ideas have changed. I have
discovered much that I did not know; I have
thought through.ideas that I had not previously
taken time for. I believe that I have fouñd a place
to stand, but it is a place which permits new visras.
Any study, any interpretarion, any application
9f any biblical principle should be done in a way
that "urges Christ." Any solution must be reached
in the framework of the "Chrisr-reality." I subrnit
to you very prayerfully that I come tó you in that
spirit. I want to be God's woman in every sense of
the word-but I want the opportunity to be all that
he wants me to be, to use all that he has given me
to use, qo be able to re¿lize his plan for my
life, to
-personal
make choices in the light of my own
calling, unimpeded by bias, prejudice, traditions
without foundations, mis-appropriated Bible
verses, irr¿tional pronouncements or elders who
say, "l don't give a damn what Jesus thought; I
don't want any woman reading the scripture in

worship."

each age.

Believing that through the spirit, the word can
speak to our own time and place and can bring

This article is a portion of the keynote address given at the
seminar. Other parts will be published in the next two
issues of Mission. Bobbie Lee Holley and her husband Ed
attend the Church of Christ in Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
She is the author of Person to Person ¿nd contributes
articles to various religious journals.
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t the outset I should
like to state the basic thesis roward which all I have
to say will be aimed: I belieae tl¡at God intended
womdn to be a creature of dignity and worth in
full_ partnersÌtip with man' anã gioen equatly tbe
taík of camying on bis purposãs in tbe ubrldwbetber it be in the møniage reløtionsbip, ,in tbe
MARCH, 1975
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his propenies' e'eh selling his daughters into slavery'3
family, in societXr or in tbe cburcb.
Leaders among the ïvomen's Liberationists
wa: not granted a. vefv
religiouslv
blame their p.r"e"iu.àl'ãppT.trir;;J;ù¡;grri;;
o¿rt in the
place.
meaningful
.True, she-did take
of women on God. orrotlris often from
times when
there
were
and
feasts
celçbrations;
and
Crå"iion and;i,Ë F;ii'";á-äãË|ñ;
iñ.
but comthe
included
in
w_o¡ship
she
could
be
;.p*iiricti,"
,"yr-i<rË'MtäJ;;-.,tiã;
Hon'ever,
from
men,
pletely,
off
screened
'
side.,,r !\¡hile we may bristle at'thcse aãcus"tiÑ,
-il|-'-¿ was at base a man's religion. A wómanJudaism
could
*i "r. validatins ;i.itfäñ;;1il rr.
-yophip. f'blt- he¡. first dutv was to serve her

"."å"i.tãi

!ry

te

"rÞ"rï
õJ;ir;

,

i'oriii"'*";;";, hu,sb3.nd:a¡d.fiee.him to. worship
ñ;ff,.f,r'ääg"iî'iä .i,"
could
9od:'1. she
¡¡iuiå-J;il
unãäita4
tlugh¡ the or¿l law; indeed !'the rorah
";;{y;p*;dt;r"t;;;tiir;i'"':."-t.-.qt
,ä..:pil.fu*';;ä'äiå ::ïld rathei be burned than transniitted to wom;¿ö"î;;-p.¿pi.,'
-highly advanced, and their relationships to God. "".,,
we all realize that there ¿re not readv
îlíir-hirr"l órê"ätËôùãã;;ior1.¡¡ãr.n. _\ühile 'to
all our perplexities and. questions' I
tt."ay rirJ or grã*ih'á;'.t"ri-i,.-ügt"tti[ú ir 3lt,yutt
"f¿ith. Ther. rt. Jun-.;;r.*
ãi¡öäñ?iã"¿: le_tieve i¡¡tt*.
þ
:P1tt of the. actual position of
and the laws and attitudes
biblical_times
"rã
menrs of faithfulness and comrption,-ãr*iär,t"g
lgr.n
were- always gliimmerirrgs of
it,
there
that
enforced
r,ii.,'oi .f*tîiriäi
out for God and
original intention.' The '¡deals and design_of
"ilãrirti"g
and stcady porporã-"rÇpoí.J to'tt. ã;tä;;i
9.:1'r
were nevei comPleteþ eclipsed: Dewomanhood
t.ñ;;il,
i.lãrirr iídtt",;iqpiriíriJg.ã""tr
of darkness, th-ey are fïnally brought
ye.aï
"ri¿
rurtft.r.ái;;
of r.form
Fe
G;;
:!il:
in
ttgtr.
"ó.o.hoaati9"n.
Jqsus christ. s¿muel rerrien points
fi;;;häïiil llthe way again
i, not .uin"n¿ai*.i-ii";;i
ñdr;
that
by
suggesting
*t.i, ¡etus "tiàacrr.J r.a..ptiãn and rii.ãom rot
iJãr"äã

servitude and.fail iã
biblical record:

wery indiviáual and reflectéd th! will of 9od s9
present,.when we'
bearitifully
-to in his life until the
of pre-Incarnaattitudes
still cling traditions and
(anã
pre-historic)
times. Howsometimes even
tion
that
spans the
factor
ever, there is one unifyirig
years of the life of manîii-h God, "a distiirct style
äf praying, of 'thinking, and of living. tt is this stylewhich'biñdr trt. fr'riät oi J.rut io the

faith'o!

'

Biblical faitli. ,.from Abraham ro Jesus chris¡, lays
the basis of a theology of womanhood which goes
practices of
counter to the traditional attitud$
"n-d of today to
christendom and challenges the chúrch
rethink critically and creatively tþe respective functions of man dnd woman.o

CREATION

:

Abratram, across ñrore than tweþ centuries.. ."? Since liberationists withoút the church, êmancipaand across tïventy more centuries to your faith and tionists within, and church leaders from Paul 1o
mine.
Billy Graham to our own elders basè most of their
in
pi-cture
of
womenhood
the
Unquestionlbly,
argúments on the stories of the Crëation and the
one.
an
encouraging
not
often
the biËlical t .otd'i.
fiU, li i"..r that should be a' iogical place to
indeed
a
had
Hebrews,
women
Among the early
begin. Surely a re-study of these, Íree fiom the
limited
rights.
low soèial status and very
of rabbinical trappings, the innate prejudices
' In tribal sçt-up oi society e riroman *", ,t layers
of a patriarchal . social structure' physiologic.al
the
"
propeÉy first of hèr iather and irr"n oilãi-ftr.U.i¿. igl,oTlnç., and obsolete, cultural",Pllt-t|T could
insights.. The magnificent ideas preîrrC word baal, uscd of a god as owner of the land, is provide -new
lthe
Genesis reço-rds - are sublime .far
;r¡¡¡¡only usea ¡n the otit Testament also for. ihc ierved in
male hcad of a household, and in our versions is beyond the pin-pointing of fundamental justificatranslated 'owner,' 'master,' or 'husband,' according tiqn for subordiiiating $tomen, associating her with
to the context. The wòrd correctly represents the the origin of sin or finding sex itself to be evil.
social fact of male supremacy in the Hebrew house3
hold-wives, children, slavcs, herds, and properties. In
Harry Fmerson Fosdick, A Guide to IJnderstandìng
the same code of laws a man is spoken of as 'the
the Bible (New York: Harper & Row' Publishers, 1938)' P.
baal" of an ox and the lbaall ôf a woman-that is, her
ro2.
a
owner ând propúetor. Since, therefqre, such legal
Letha Scanzoni and Nancy Hardesty, AII We'te Meant
ownership inhcred in the m¿le head of a household,
To Be (Wrco, Texas: ïVord Books, Publisher, 1974),p,6O.
sGeorgia Harkness, Women in Cburch and SocietJt
he could do what he would with his persons as with
(Nashville¡ Abingdon Press, 1972), p. 157. For an explana¡
tion irf Jewish books of the law see a Bible commentary or
Kate Millctt , Sexual Politics (Garden City, New Yorkr
dictionary. There is a very readable discussion in Herman
Doubleday & Co., 1970), p. 51.
2
Wouk, Tår's Is My God (Gàrdèn City, N.Y.: Doubleday &
Samuel Terrien, "Toward a Biblical Theology of
(Autumn,
Co., 1959) pp.179-211.
t973), P'
Womanhood," Religion in Life XLll
324.
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6Terrien, op. cit., p.333.
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The theme which the marerials of Genesis elaborate, and around which they cluster, is the remarkable
.story of Israel's ancestors who were chosen mysteriously by God, the Creator of the universe and Lord
of history, to be the 'founders of a holy nationr. .. .
Israel.. .did not exist as a happenstance, and they
were interested' in tracing Israel's ancestry. . .They
wanted ro confess rheir f;¡rh in Yahweh as unique
among the gods of the nations. The Lord of their
history, revealing himself ro the man he had made
and establishing justice and mercy in the world. trVhat
they emphasize is a conception of God which remains
worthy of man's noblest thought and profoundest
reverenc€ wherever the mysteries of life are soberly
. . .accepted.?

.

Much of it is symbolic and poetic and the deep
truths are missed when it is read only as prooftexts for ecclesiâstical structures and strictures.
Almost all scholars .agree that there are two
different accounts of Cre¿tion in the first and
second chapters of Genesis; to read them as a
whole is to distort their meanings. This fact of
iiself suggests there. has been a-long period of
reflection on the male-female relationship even
through Bible times. The version in Genesis 2 and 3
is considered to be the oldest and seems to be ¿n
¿ttempt to câll. woman back frotn the Can¿anite
fertility cults to her own pristine vocarion. The
first one is the more recent and indicates an
attempt to counter anti-feminine propaganda, maybe even occasioned by the earlier account.s Space
does hot permit a fuller analysis of the two, bui we
shall attempt to distill from them some of the basic
truths.
Both man and woman oue tbeir liaes soiely to
tbe grace and purposes of tbe Creator. Humanity is
a du¿l creation. It is a mistaken notion to think of
womân only as "Adam's fr¿ctured rib," as "a lower
cr¡t" or just as an afterthought; as some, including
Christians, have concluded from the early story.
God cre¿ted both'out of raw materials: man from
dust and woman fronr-rib. "Yahweh chooses these
fragile materials and in both cases processes rhem
before human beings happen. As Vahweh shapes
dust and then breathes into it to form man, so
Yahweh takes out the rib and then builds it into
woman.tt9

In

English the use

3.

For a

discussion, see George Tavard, Woman in
Christian Trødition (London: IJ¡riversity of Notre Dame
Press, 1973), Chapter 1; Harkness, Women in Cburch and
Society, Chapter Yl; Interpreter's One-Volume Commentaryt on tbe Bible, Introduction to "Book of Genesis" and
"The Compiling of Israel's Story."
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Genesis 1:27

Wlien ßod creared man, he made him in the likeness
of Crpùr lvtale and female he cre¿red them, and he
blessed them and named them Man when they were

creatêd'

.

Genesis 5:1-2

The "deep sleep" into which Adam fell is not to

be mistaken for rhe sedation that follows an
administr¿tion of modern anesthesia. He was as

inert as the soil. The idea connoted is that ,,of
divine disclosure in the midst of a deathlike state
of unconsciousness. . . .man is aw¿re of a violent
disruption which is at the core of sexual differentiation." 12 He sings and cries out in ecstasy as
he recognizes that which is of himself: ,,This tíme,
this one! Bone of my bones, flesh of my flesh! She
shall be called Woman (Ishshab), for she was

violently extracted from M¿n (Isb)" (Genesis
223). There, in the terms Isl¡ and Ishsbab, we have
mafe and female persons. They are now sexual
creatures. They share the same stuff of lifé and
together are in the image of God. Yer,,there is an
apartness and inðependence but deep within the
desire and capability of re-union.

Tbere is notbing in the story tbat indicaies that
uoman is inferior or subordinate to møn-eitber in
tbe manner of ber creation, in ber function or in
tbe nature of her person. Much has'been made of
the word translàted "helpmeet" in the King James
Version. The word èzer-is usually appliedió Co¿
who is a superior rarher than an inferior help.
e

The Interpreter's One-Volume Commentary on the
Bible, Charles M. Laymon, ed. (New York: Abingdon ptess,
E

So God created man in his own image, in the image of
God he created him, male and female he created

of the words 'm¿n' and

7

L97l), p.

'woman' and 'Adam' or'Adbøm' are misleading.
The Hebrew words used for man and Adam aie
generic words, meaning 'humanity' or 'hunfankind', not the biological creature man. Furthermore, the name can only designate humility, for it
indicates the one made from ihe soil.10 The word
'woman' is not a name. It designates gender but
not persgnhood. 'Until the differentiation of female and male, adbam is basically androgynous:
one creature incorporating two sexes." tl The
meanings are clearer ln thesãverses,

f hyüis Trible, "Depatriarch alizing in Biblical Interpre-

tation," Ameñcan Academy of Religion Journal XLI-I
(March, 1973), p. 37. Footnote 3ó: "The verb bub (to
build) suggests considerâble labor. It is used of rowns,
towers, altars, and fortifications, 4s well as of the primeval
woman." Taken from L, Koehler and W. Baumgartner,
Lexicon in Veteris Testament Libros, (Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1958) p. 591f.

roTavard, op.
cit., p. 6,
t

t

12

Trible, op. cit., p. 35 ,
Terrien, 'op. cit., p. 325 .
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am in no w¿y demeani'ng the roles of wife and
mother. I am both, urd a pak of fny identity
spring¡s most surêly from tliat comfortable and
täppi place. What i am sayi¡rg is that God did not

'SuitaÚle,' 'coresponding to' or'adequate' to nleet
all man's needs for physical, intellcctual, and bocial
communion might be better translations for the old

English lmeet'....one who will "assist him in thc
given him to do, carrying it on in the same
spirit,'i "a vis-a-vis which has the cherÊcte¡-of a
Thou." 13

' *'oit

mäËd a'ny such distinctions-heiç. He m¿de rnan,and

One of the most persistent notions that originate

in the story of

beginnings is that the order of
creation indicâtes thè superiorþ of the man. In all
hgnesty, however, one ctn argue that vEry oPPosite
with pêrhaps even better logic. "If beings created
first are to have precedence, then the anirnals are
clearly our betteri." t4 If orie must¿rgue thrFl{vey,
then wom¿n becomes the crown and completion of
the process. The order would be frorpthceilrflperfectìo the perfêct and woman's positior{:'@uld be
the exalted- one. However, to be fair; irtither is
valid as justification for the precedence of either
over the othef. Such arguments end up irí a kind of
theological game-playing contest.
Sorne have suggested further that'the f¿ct thal
Adbam named th-ê woman jgst as he had named
the animals proves that he had the sainq authority

Both sc4es were created with the biological and
psychological capability for'parenthood and both
ïvere given what theologians çall'the "cultural mandate.'i Agriculture, anirñ,al husbandry, educatioir,
industry, government,. commerce, the arts-wery human being is equally responsible under God for all
16
aspects of life on this eanh.

implying the recognition that here.,at last was one
ükè himself in whom and with whom he could
know relationship. quite different from his rel¿tionship with the animals. It was almost as if he. were
calling ber fortb; not giving her a nâme. Very often
when: we say the name of a person we love ve¡y
much, we aie not really calling or identifying the
person, bu't rather we are trying to evoke the very
essence and being of the person.
There.is'no indication-bere that møle ánd female

There.is notbing at htl tbat suggesæ tbat sex is
eail. Male and fomale God made thêm and called it
'rgood.'l In the earlier text it is the companionship
that, is stresscd. Naked and unashamed, they
delighted in epch other.
Pèrhaps the most crucial observatioir is this: /¿ is
not tbe Ðatriørcltal stntcture tbat Go;d sanct¡oní
here-thit is, the family set"up in which thefather
is the 'absolute head and authority, in which'the
bride moves into the husband's familial home, in
which the husband and father m¿kes all the
decisions and is served in everything by his wife
and children. Read carefully: "Therefore (therefore, bÇcause she is bone of his bèíne ând flesh of
his flesh) t man ledaes his father'and his mother
and cleaoes to his wife. . ." (Genesis 2:2,4). i'They
heeome one flesh" and the cycle
cvcle is complete.
comolete.-lt
become
strânse and
end inexplicable
inexoliceble that preachers
oreachers can
c¡
seems strange
deliver beai¡tiful and in þiring sermons on . the
marriage relationship, taking their text from the'
second- chapter of Genesis, ¿nd then rigidly defertd
a farnily hierarchy.

baøe uncbanging and rigidly'prescribed socíàl roles.
Nothing in ihe-.language or situation suggests thet
man is io be superior, aggressive, dominant, author'

THE FALL

over her aJ over the animals. But there is a
difference-a significant difference. Adam called
the animals by naae;but in his overw-helming joy
and'excitement he called this new being Isbsbab,

itative, and powerful while woman is to be meek,
subordinate, inferior, lifeless and acquiescing. It
does not say, as¿ Þrominent evangelist would'have
it, that "the biolbgical assþment is basic and
simple: Eve was to be the child-bearer, and Adam
wai to be the bread-winner. . ..l¡t¡ife, mother,
home-maker-this is the appointed destiny of real
u¡omanhood." rs Please do not misunderstend. I
13Scanzoni and Hardesty, op. cit., p. 2ó, iuith quotation

from Helmut Thielcke, Tbe Etbics of Sex, trans.

J.

Dobérstein (New York: H'arper & Row., Pub., 19ó4), p.4.
'4 lb.id,, p, zB.
rs
lbid., p. 24, quoted from Billy Graham, 'rJesus and'the
Liberated tñroman," Ladies Home. Joarnàl (Dec. 197O), p.
42.
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We do not leave the man and the woman in Eden.

Their faculties and sensitivities come alive and in
the coutse ,of living and loüing and tending, their
sense of freedom and their knowledge of responsibility cl¿sh. They disobey the God who - had
cieated them in love; tragedy is the resuk. What are
the conclusions to be drawh?
First Timotby notwitbstønding, man and a)oman
are equally guílty in sin. Each broke faith with the
other and with God. Both disobeyed and both
tried' to become more than they were without
God's help.
16lbid., pp.24-25.
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to wanant tbe conclusion tbat
tbe uoman was in tbis instance deceiaed
is ber nature thencefortb and foreaermore

Tbere is notbing
becøuse

thøt it
to be weak, easily deceioed, unperceptiae, incøpable of logical or intellectuøl reasoning, or oaerly
emotionaL Nor does the writer say that it was
because she was the weaker that the serpent came
to her. In fact, one might argue that, just as in the
c¿se of Jesus when Satan had to turn on his full
powers of persuasion and temptation, the serpent
went to the stronger with whom he would have to
fence, rather than compromise his own powers on
the weaker. As one writer points out, the account

-

ignores any psychological faculty

of discrimination

on the part of man. While the

woman exercises
critical judgment in her dialogue with the serpent, the
man does not éven argue with her, although the story
explicitly told that the divine prohibitiori had been
communicated to him alone. . . .After the lengthened
description of the woman's discovery, there is only
one Hebrew word for describing the man's action,
"and-he-¿te". . . ,Woman is a sensitive artist, an intellectually alert individual, a spiritually eager being. She
is a real person....tühen challenged for having
violated the prohibitioh, the cad does not hesitate to
implicate- his mate, and he even implies a feeling of
resentment toward the Creator when he says; "The
woman, whom Thou gavest to be with me. .."

the man, succumbing only because
him a bite, seems, on close analysis, to
come out the we¿ker of the two, despite the
age-old attempt to discredit the woman and place
all the blame on her, not only for the original sin
but for the sin of all future gener¿tions. One
scholar has wryly commented that the account
Nevertheless,
she offered

must represent a man's idea. le

Wbat followed for.the man and tbe woman were
tbe natural consequences of tbeir deeds. It was not
a dire and gleeful punishment conjured by an
angry, avenging God. "He speaks of what will be,
not what sbould be; his words ue descriptioe, not
prescriptiue. "20 Even though they had pierced his
very heart, God's mercy accompanied them from
the garden. As punishment was pronounced, even
so was hope.
. . .,rlJ¡'are judged, ¿nd the judgmenrs are commen:
taries on the disastrous effects of their shared
disobedience. They show how terrible human life has

become as it stands between creation and gracç. . .,
Of special concefn are the words telling the woman
that her husband shall rule over her. . . .This statement is not license for male supremacy, but rather it

is condemnation of that very pattern. Subjugation
and supremacy are perversions of creation. Through
disobedience the woman has 'become slave. Her
initiative and her freedom vanish. The man is cor-

(Genesis 3;12).11

rupted ãlso, for he has becomè master, ruling over'the
one who is his God-given equal. The subordination of
female to male signifies, their shared si¡. This sin
vitiates all relationships: between animals and human
beings. . .mothers and children. . .husbands and
wives. . .man and the soil. . .man a¡d his work. . . .21

But,

again, such juggling on either side missès
completely the purpose of the story; and that is to
depict the tragic situation of human existence. It
surely does not mean to convey the idea that
Adam was guiltless or even less guilty, or that Eve
had a weak mind. The consequences came upon
both and God rejected both evasions.

Is there within tbe framework of tbe nønatioe
onJ/thing tbat eaen bints that becøuse the woman
disobeyed in the ùtay tbat she di.d tbat women are
foreaer unfit, eitber spiritually or intellectually, to
be teachers, leaders or administrators eitber inside
or outside tbe cburcb? Is it any worse to make a
wrong judgment after honestly considering a
matter than to walk into it with eyes open,
offering no resistance whatever, as Adam did? The
woman did indeed spar with the serpent a bit, but
he (note that the tempter is masculine) apparently
gave avery'convincing impression of knowing what
he was talking about. "He comes with plausible
argument. He comes with ¿ kind of insinuating
grace." rE It was only aftir logical considerations,
being misled by the serpent's half-truths, and'some
evaluation of her own feelings that woman acted.
She was wrong, of course. She had been led into
false logic; she rationalized in. order to justify.
.

rTTerrien, op. cit., p, 327.

12
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Note that it was at tbis point that Adam called his
wife's name Eve, asserting his rule over her and
corrupting the relationship.
If one insists upon taking this pronouncement
and act of God âs the prototype and his will for
humanity's future, then he must negate the possibility of redemption, of restoration, of grace. Most
of us must also confess that we live in daily
violatiod of the will of God in these specifics, Most
of us women, who have had children, have done
everything humanly possible to alleviate the pain in
childbirth, whether by natural means or by drugs.
Why is it that all men do not till the soil or even
Interpreter's Bible, George A. Buttrick, ed. (New
York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1952), Vol. 1, p. 503.
te
lbid., p. 505.
rE

20scanzoni and Hardesty, op. cit., p. 34.
2r
Trible, op. cit., p, 41, with references to material from
Edwin M. Good, Irony in the Old Testament (Philadelphia,
Westminster Press, 19ó5) and Henricus Renckens, Israel's
Concept of the Beginnizg (New York: Herder ¿nd Herder,

t96+r.
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\ñ'ork by the sweat of their brow? Many men,
includini my own husband, thoroughly enjoy their
work anä fiird in it great fulfillment and meaning.
' In ,u*-"ry, the'tone and intent of the entire
Genesis account of beginnings are the oneness,
soliderity, e.quality of ñlan aád woman, /s'å and
Ishshab.
There is complete raPPort' physical, psychological'
sociological, and theological, between them: bone of
bone and flesh of flesh' If there be moral frailty in
onê, it is moral frailty in two. . . . they are egual in
responsibility and in judgment, in shame and in guilt,
in redemption and in grace. What the narrative says
about thè nature of woman it also says aþyf ,tÞe
nature of màn.22
tror,

'"i'JI',
THEMES THAT PROMOTE FEMINITY
. AND ïVOMANHOOD
While no one of them would be highly sþifi'
a nu-mb91-9f themes that
cant by itself, there
^te
the biblical record in
through
ribbon
run like a
of
attributes
womanhood surface
which the ideal
oqþ. a brief
pirinits
Spl9e
again.
again and -some
ones'
outstanding
of
the
more
of
dÏscussion
- l. in*"gøout
the Old Tesumeü and tñe Ngw
Testament""tbe reløtionsbip between God and bis
þeoþle is embodie:d in tbe:imøgery of tbe marciage
ielitionship. 23 Such analogies wouJd be incongruous if wormanhood or thã maritaf union were in
anv wav held in contempt. Even when God
reéosnizês lsrael as an adriltresb and Prostitute'
haviñg gone after other gods and false values, he
calls ñei back to himselfand to her true identity'
One passage in Hosea will illuçtrate:
But I will court her again, and'bring her into the
. wilderness, and speak to her tenderly there' There I
will give back her vineyards to her, and transform her
Valley of Trdubles into a Door of Hope' She -will
rcspond to me there, singing with jby as in days long
in h"t youth' after I had freed her from captivity

chains
mcrcy.

At that time I will make a treaty between you and
the wild animals, birds, and snakes, not to f.ear each
other any more; and l will destroy all weapons, and
all wars will end.
Then you will lie down in peace and safety
unafraid; and I will bind you to me forever with

22

lbid., p. +7.
23Se" also lsaiah ó1,1o; 62'5; Jeremiah '222; 3:2o;

Revelation

19 ¿7'8 ; 21
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9,

end
and

love, and you will really know me then as you never
have

before'

H oseazrr4-zo LB

The indication is that he had in mind the return to
the original and âuthentic relationship of the
garden as he
...envisioned the life

of the regenerated

people in

teims of the renewal of confidence.between husband
¿nd wife. He clearly considered the subordination of
utoman to man as a symptom of historical comrption,
for he said that in the time of her deliverance Israel
will call Yahweh no longer "my master"' ' 'but "my

mLî,"4

2. At its bigbest and best, Israel's ^con^cep.t .of
God søys somltbing of tbeir rcspelt lor.feminity
and seiualily. Thei-i God had no similarity to. the
fertiliw -cultic
sods of those around them nor did he
rituals of sexuality. Their ' God
toleratl

transcended sexual classificatioh.2s While he has
been described in terms of hum¿n traits, he says
r¿ther climatically in Hosea 11:9, "[ am God (i'e',
'el) and not man (i.e., iså); I am the Holy One
living among you."
{ femiã¡íte imagery and chørøcteristics fot,Go(
are used ds etctun;io;bt øs masculine ones. Such
oictures and analoqies are finite attempts to grasþ
ih. n"tttt. and essãnce of that which is infinite' It
was understood that God is:spirit; and yet peoql-e
have always "felt after him"- as best they could,
limited always by language, cultural norms and
sniritual inadequacv
' H, i, desøibed ãs gioing birtb'
Now I will cry out like a womah in travail, I will gasp
lsaiah 42:14

and pant.

Heaiken to me, O house of Jacob, all the remnant of
the house of Israel, who have been borne by me from
Isaiah 4ó:3
your birth, carried from the womb,

He comforts ds a mother:

I will comfort you there as a little one is comfoúed
Isaiah óó:13
by its mother

"go
in Egypt.
Iñ that coming day, says the Lord, she will call me
"My Husband" (i.e., "my man" ot ishi) instead'of
f'My Master" (i.e., my Ba'al). O.Israel, I will cause
you to forget yogr idols, and their names will not be
spoken ¿nymore.

of ight.ourn"o and justice and love
I wili betroth you to me in faithfulness

t

have calmed and quieted my soul, like a child

quieted at its mother's breast.

,

Psalms I 3 I :2

He is described as being nurse and dressmaker, as
teacbins a cbitd to wøñ., as beøling wounds and

have
feeding" children.26 Truly, "women

just

as

24

Terrie n, op. cit., p. 328.
25Trible, op. cit., p. 34.
26See Exodus 1ó:4-3ó; LTzt-7; Numbers ll;2ot2-t3;
Deuteronomy 32 13-14 Nehemiah 9:11-15, Psalms 36:7-8;
81 : 10-1ó; Hosea 1 1 :4, lsúzh 49 ¿15 i 66:9.
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much right as men to think of themselves in God's
image and of God as similar to them. Men have no
more right than women to think of themselves as
God's image bearers, God's representatives." 2?
'4..Wisdom, perhaps understood
as tbe peak of
man's potential, is compared to a woman. ?6

overdrawn. For one thing, personaliry will out and, in

a society as simply

Happy is the man who finds wisdom. . .
She is more precious than jewels, and nothing you
desire can compare with her.
Her ways are w¿ys of pleasantness, and all her paths
are Peace.
Proverbs 3213,15,17

,

Such ¿n extensively used literary pattern ,,witness-

absense of regard for womanhood is revealed. . .that
is not by any means the whole story.3l

to ân ingrained tradirion of iespect
- and even

gs

fascination
species."

2e

for the female of the

human

.. 5. T\ Song of Solomon extols tbe mutuølity of
tbe
conjugal relationsbip. Long interpreted ãs ä
portrayal- of the relationship envisionèd by God
between him and Israel and ihen later as a
þicture

of

Christ and the church, it is, nonetheless, in
structure, a lyrical, Oriental love poem or series of
poems, celebrating the joys of sensual, erotic.love.
If. it were filmed, mosr of us would classify it as
pornographic. Yet, there is norhing evil or siirful in
it. There_is equality and opennesJin every sphere
between husband and wife, a conrinuarioh of the
Yahwistic f¿ith as revealed in Genesis 2 and 3.
They work; that work and the beauty of their
surroundings lead to love. She discribes him: ,,My
beloved is like a gazelle of a young stag" (2:9). Hê
exalts her: "Behold, you are beautiful, my love.
.._._. Your eyes are doves behind your veil'; (4:1).
"Your name," she says, "is oil poured out,' (1:3).

'
'

Naming- is. ecstasy, not exercise; it is love, not
control. . . .There is no male dominance, no female
subordination, and no stereotyping of eithersex..The
wom¿n is independent, fully the equal of the
man. . . .They treat each other with tenderness and
respect, for they are sexual lovers, not sexual objects.

They neither
and enjoy it.

-exploit

30

nor escape sex; they embrace

organized as the clan group,
women of notable gifts could not be and were not
kept down. Such n¿mes as Miriam, Deborah, Esther,
and Judith in Jewish history and tradition are typical
of an important fact about wômanhood's estate in
Israel. Women could and did rise to leadership then as
in all ages and no theory of status could prevent it.
Moreover, not oirly is it true that pcrsonality will
out, but love will too. The romanc€s of Isaac and
Rebekah, of Jacob and Rachel, are ¿mong rhe most
beautiful love stories in ancient literature... .lVhite,
therefore, under the early Hebrew system a shocking

In.

addition, one must reetlize that even though she

was ranked as chattel as far as righrs and priiileges

were concerned, she was nevertheless the vèrv
center of home life in her functions of wife aná

mother; and while the l¿ws concerning her chastity
were
-indeed rigid and unyielding, ãhey also révealed a high regard for the sócial values of
wifehood and motherhood.
Although the fact is minimized by many of the
...
liberationists, ir is cle¿r that there were tvomen
who did stand on their own genius, who did rise to
occasions of transcendent leadership, and who did
act wirh decisive impact. Of Queeñ Esther it was
said, "Who knows whether youlhave not come to
the Kingdom for such a iime as this,' (Esther
4:L4b)? Others too musr be seen as having influenced the course of history.
One writer has a very interesting and perceptive
analysis of the evenrs liading up to rhe Eiodüi and
the part that women playedìn ihem¡
The Hebrew midwives disobey pharaoh. His own
daughter rhwarts him, and hei maidens assist. This
Egyptian princess schemes with female slaves, mother

to adopt a Hebrew child whom she
As the first to defy thc oppressor,
women alone.ttke the initiative whiih leads to
and daughter,

names Mqses.

deliverance (Exodus l:12-2zlD). lf pharaoh had
realized the power of these women, he might have
reversed his decree (Exodus 1J6,22) and had fem¿les

IMPORTANCE OF WórrI Eru H ISTORICALLY

Historicalllr, women were often treated with great
respect and enjoyed important moments in the
kingdom. Harry Emerson Fosdick points this up:
This picture of woman's chattel relationship can. . .be
2?Scanzoni
28

and Hardesty, op. cit..,

Prov. 1 :2O-33 ;3 : 13-18 ; 4:8;
2eTerrien,
op. cit., pp. 3ZB-329.
See

8 1-3ó ; 9

:

B. S. Childs, Biblical Tbeology in Crisis (philadelphia: The
Westminster.press, i97o), pp. 1f r-rf l.
270

The wonder is that despite sin, separation,
punishment, subjugation and depersonaliãation of
women, laws and deeply ingrained attitudes that
re-enforced such concepts, strong feminist traditions persisted and poets kept the primal memory

/fæf\

1-5.

'uTrible, op. cit., pp. 44-46, passim, with references to

14

32

alive.

p.21.
:

killed rather than males!

3r Fosdick,

op. cit., pp. 103-104.

"Trible, op. cit., p. 34, with reference to H. W. rilolff,
"The Elohisric Fragments in the pentateuch," Interptetation,Yol. XXVI (April, t9Z2), p. t6S.
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IN RESPONSETO,.GOD'S

DESGN:WDGNITY"
r

rì1r '
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IN
By Pat Suba
my heart, that when Paul wrote
all
with
I believe,
is inspired_ by God and
Scripture
Timothy, "All
for
reProof, for correction,
for
teaching,
profitable
that the man of God
in
righteousness;
tor training
for
every good work"
equipped
rnay be adiquatè,
-3:L6'L7),
(2 Timothy
he intended for all ages to
accept that as truth. With that accePtance must
fpllow understanding that our God, who "in the
fullness of tìme" (Galati¿ns 4:4) could send us a
savior, must also have known that those instructions which He gave would not always be pleasing
to us. To say that the commandments and principles given by the Holy Spirit are not applicable

to

sav that our God is limited and
incafable of cofing with today's society. I would
remind you to t'be not wise in your own estimadon" (Romans t2:L6).
The writer of the Hebrew letter reminds us in
Hebrews I29-lt that all discipline has a purpose.
To put yourself in submission to higher authority

iodav is

Contnued on nerct

Page

Pat Suba is the wife of Houston.coach James Suba, the
mother of four children, a medical receptionist, and a
member'of the Baytown Church of Christ.
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By Carol Gafford

to

Mrs. Holley's paper, "God's

that God intended

to be a creature of

My

response

Design-W-om4n's Dignity," is not only to affirm its
contént, but also . the attitude of scholarship,
devotion, and love in its pages and presentation.
Basicàlly, I share the same beliefs, and rqasons
I, too, "believe
for those beliefs, as preSented,
-\Moman for

dignity and worth in full partnership wjth man and
the task of carrying on his PurPoses
given-equally
ln the - woild-whether it be in the marriage
relationship, in the family, in society or in the
church."
Á, *", stated, the church too ofteí is forced
from the outside to examine vital Christian concerns. That this particular question has surfaced in
the framework óf our chuiches comes as no real
surprise. To "sweep it under the carpet," or-hope it
wiú "go awa/," is-to ignore reality. To deal with it
op.tf, honéstly, and-in a spirit 9! l9ug, praying
th"t év.tt in our differences we will find unity in

'

Continued on Page 17

Carol Gafford is an artist whose works have been shown
and sold in the Austin area. Parents of three children, both
she and her husband Gerald are realtor associates and
attend the University Avenue Church of Christ.
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1VOMEN IN SUBMISSION Cozrinued
requires stringent discipline of mind, body and
spirit. From the beginning, God intended for
woman to be those things man cannot be. In
Genesis 2 we find these words: "The Lord God
said, 'It is not good for man to be alone; I will
make a helper suitable for him'.. ..And the Lord
God fashioned into a woman the rib which he had
brought from the man, and brought her to the
man" (18,22). He g¿ve woman a position that
,cannot be fulfilled by any other of His creatures.
Man was created in the image of God (Genesis
1:17) and woman was created from ¿nd for man
(Genesis 2:18-23). Paul reiterates rhis order of
creadon and its meaning for Christians in 1 Corinthians 11 and in 1 Timothy 2. God gavewoman
her place-not Paul and not man.
There are too many commendations of individual women throughout scripture for us to believe
that God intended for woman to be considered of
less importance than man. In no way does he infer
that woman is inferior, sub-srandard intellectually,
or ready for abuse. It is simply fact that becauie
God created man first, woman is to consider him
her head just as much as he is to see Christ as his
head and God as head of all ( I Corinthiâns 1 1).
It is strange to me that we worry so much over
what was custom and therefore not binding, and
refuse to concede that submissiveness is an attitude
of heart and spirit a¡d therefore not subject to
change (2 Peter l:2O-2L).
The. Holy Spirit directed the writers to give
women certain specific qualities to fulfill and no
decision by men, nor rebellion by womeninl9T4,
can change those requirements.

In Proverbs there is the picture of the excellent
wife, a standard certainly most difficult to measure
upJo. How about the necessity of "good works as
befits women making a claim to godliness" (1
Timothy 2:10). In verse 11 of the same chaprer we
are prohibited from being undignified and maligigyr gossips but admonished "to be remperare,
faithful in all things." Titus 2:3-5 lists thlngs it,
takes a lifetime of labor to perform.
Older women likewise are to be reverent in their
behavior, not malicious gossips, nor enslaved to much
wine, teaðhing what is good, that they may train the
young women to love their husbands, to love their
children, to be sensible, pure, workers at home, kind,
being subject to their own husbands, rhat the word of
God be not dishonored.

For what reason? THAT THE WORD OF GOD BE
NOT DISHONORED.
There is the crux of the whole:issue. I, as a child
of God, as a. woman of God, must not dishonor his
word. Christians are to be the example for the
world to follow (Romans LZ). I must "fulfill my

16
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ministry" as a woman who believes that the
salvation of my soul depends on a faith like unto
that of Abraham and Sarah (Romans 4; 1 Peter
3: ó).
By my very s¡rbmission ro rhe will of God, I
have been freed to be a,slaae under the perfect law
of liberty (Romans 6:17-|9;James L:25).I am, by
being a servant of Christ, free to be in subjection to
my own husþand. I am free to seek those fruits of
the Spirit that guarantee life everlasting. I am free
to serve under men who have qualified themselves
as bishops and as watchmen äver my soul. And
God forbid that I eaer forget the command "Obey
your,keders, and submit to them; for they keep
watcÉ)rUüer your souls, âs rhose who will live
"it
accoufri",(Hébrews 13 :L7 ).
I am '¡fílèl to uphold and support my brothers in
Christ, whatever their capacit¡ in their efforts to
be strong men of God. As a matter of fact, they
cannot be strong if I do nor suppórt them.lamfree

to

teach and to train my young friends and
"relatives" .in Christ to grow in the nurture and
admonition of the Lord. I am free to work af any
tasli assigned to me and to do'it f 'heartily, as untä
the Lord" without concern as to public position or
who gets the credit (Rirmans l4:7-t2,19).
As to the cuirency of the Bible, \rye, as women
of God in 1974, can stand with Petei and hear
G¿maliel sâ/, ". . .if this plan or action should be
of men, it will be overrhrown; bur if it is of God,
you will not be able to overthrow them; or else
you may even be found fighting against God"
(Acts 6:38'39r. Iffe can hear that same brother,
Peter, remind us ". . .the Lprd knows how to
rescue the godly from temptation, and to keep the
unrighteous under punishment for the day of
judgment, and espebially those who indulge rhe
flesh in its corrupt desires, tnd, despise autboritSl"
(2 Peter 2:lO). And again to let our adorning be
"the hidden person of the heart, with the impeiishable quality of a gentle and quiet spirit, which is
precious in the sight of God" (1 Peter 3:4). That
seems to exclude any militant or ¿ggressive movement in demand of our "rights". The only right
w€, as Christian women, have is to live every
moment of our lives totally acceptable untb God.
In Romans 9:20-2L arrd 12:1-8 and in 1 Corinthians 12, Paul reminds us that each has a function to
perform and a role ro fulfill and it is nor ours to
question or dispute what that role is. Mine, because
physically, emotionally and spiritually I am a
woman, is to fulfill that ministry which is mine: to
be in submission to my busband, my elders, my
Lord and my God so rhar the word of God may
not be dishonored.
"I believed, therefore I spoke" (2 Corinthians

4tl3).

,mN
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PLEASE TRY TO UNDERSTAND
Continued from page 15
him, is to affirm our faith and each other. I am
convinced that a biblic¿l view of women has been
presented today;that it is the last word or holds all
itre answers is not the point. But the call to
rethink and reconsider the place and dignity of
women in God's design is crucial and must be
heeded. May God let us be open and honest
enough in óur search for his -truth to read and
study as we have never dong before.
Whether or not all of us have' experienced
difficulty in varying degrees ol suppression, in or
out of the church, iome of us have. For thosß'-ilvho
have not, please try harder than ever,tQ utde-r'
stand. por ihose whã have, the frustraticþigf'being
one person outside the church and anot\eg¡within
is véry real. Knowing that women who are extremeÍy capable and competent in their chosen
careeri are hot able to offer to any real extent that
same expertise in the church is a frustration not
easily reðonciled. For it is most difficult to be one
persón in the world, another in the church-it
subtracts from my wholeness and creates a rather
schizophrenic existence. It is important, then, what
a womân cøn do;'but it is equally important,
whether women ever do anything or not, that
attitudes be changed and that we be looked upon
as persons in ourbwn right before God, every-bit
as iignificant, valid, ¿nd able to offer ¿s men. When
so rñany rryomen have so much talent, love and
capacity to offer vitality to the church at a point
when iis needs for those offerings is so great, it is
difficult to understand, in the reality of all that life
in him would imply and all the urgings of the
Spirit to become, why in this time and society, we
clìng to a tradition that deprives that reality Tq it
deaf to' those urgings. In this decade of this
century, we must turn to all the resources the
church has to offer; the world stands waiting,
watching. From my personal study, and therefore,
in my oþinion, it makes no more sense to keeP our
rryomen silent because of a limited view of interpretation, than it does to ¿ssume slaves of the last
century rvere to remain haPPy in their chains
because Southern Christians lvere quoting Paul to
defend slavery. I do not mean to sound h¿rsh but I
do mean to imply that Jesus liber¿ted me to
"become all he's saved me for and wants me to
be." I want; then,' to be able to be the s¿me
person-fully his-in my job, in my hotne, and in
ih. f.llorrliip of his people. O4ly in the reality of
wholeness can trye know our full potential, our true
dignity.
The depth of the meaning of the Presentation by
Mrs. Holley enhances every aspect of a woman's
life; every chance to "be" is brought to full bloom.
MARCH, 1975

It

should be anything but frightening

to

see

relationships in this light. Rather than threatening
marriage, i1 strengthens it, giving greater depth to
its meãning. Instead of limiting our identity, it
sives sreater dimension to those who are mothers,
ãtto*íng more self to be given to the family, and
causes ãny of us-married or single-to be more
vital in chosen careers, for persbnhood is more
complete. Having a larger vision of ou¡ role in the
churth finally frees us to share our thoughts-, our
lives, our every talent within the framework of that
family called io be one in him. While my care and
concèrn for the church is as real and sure as any
man's, my offering is partially, if not completely,
muted. If I were a widow, or single, I would be
even further removed. For all of these reasons,
then, I respond in. affirmation to the challenge to
reexamine the place of women in the church and
in society. This affirmation is not given lightly or
flippantly; I simply believe the time has come to
face the issue.
tuttr Holley has called us, as women, to find fuil
dignity in Christ and all he offers, so
and complete
that we are restored to the Father and all his
intentions for us-not enslaved to the limitations of
the first century or to the traditions created in the
nineteen centuries that have followed; but freed to
become his and all.that implies for now and for all
eternity.
Theiefore, agreeing or disagreeing, may we
understand and iespect the rationale that motivates
each of us.to choose our place to stand. But let us
be certain that each has carefully, prayerfully
studied and sought God's hçlp in choosing that
place, and as prayerfully allow the Spirit to invade
ður lives and cause us to be every bit his
person-very real in him-that he can enable us to
be. As the world accepts women more as we enter
the last quarter of this century, I pray that the
church of our Lord, who makes us'one in him, will
also accept in the fullest measure all that God's
women hãve and desire to offer.
flmN
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We had hoped to include tbe "Women Alone"
pønel from tbe Austin seminar in its entirety
(sumtnarized in tbe report by Marquitø Moss) but
undecipherable tapes møde this impossible. Howeaer, the statements of tuo of tbe panelists uere

I am Virginiø

Craig, widowed now for three and
alone. in the last
several months since my two girls have left.

a half years, and more acutely

To respond to what "being alone" means from
my.particular set of circumstances and to giv,e you
an insight into its approach and presence, I must go
back to the time 35 yearí agq when I met and.
married my husband, Neal. Nèai.was like the rich
young fnan who came to Jesus-not at all rich with
the possessions we think of the rich young ruler ¿s
having-but rich with knowledge of the scripttrres,
and kept by the law that he had kept. Unlike the
)¡oung man, though, Neal believed and followed
ihe Lord; and so-mehow his wonder ai life and
belief in the Lord's promises made a great deal of
difference in.our lives, keeping us in lean and f.ull
days.

In contrast, I came to our marriage two ye¿rs'
after a brief .and broken one. We weie marrièd in
Dallas, 'and five years later, following the war,
chose moving to a small place in South Texas,
where we tvere part of a church th¿t couldnlt
accept me. Aside from other effects, this did have
the value of making even stronger rhe already
strong community that'characterized our marriage.
It also provided rne with unique insight into the
analogy of God's marriage t'o His people-the Lord
to his church. Here was something like whar God
calls us to share.
We had all the normal problems of rearing and
educating our five children, with almost no great
crises marking the first 24 yeàrs of our married life.
When it was time for our. youngest boy ro. leave,
home, the Lord opened doors to our coming to'
Austin; where it was our dream for Neal to finish
his academic education. We did not do this without
thought, and care, and þrayer; the whole projecç
Continued on pøge 20
18
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aztøilable. Virginia Craig, a widow, and Bíllie
Louery, a dlttorcee, both wdfln buman beings,
spoke-from a deptb seldom ercplored, for who is
tbere to listen?

I

am Billie Lowery. Fouf years ago mine became
one of the four oui of fivi marriages that end in
divorce. I'd been reared in a Christian home¡ my
father was a gosþel preacher. I attended a Christian
collegè. Thro-ugñoui my tife I was directed to be
the õhristian liife. I mèt and married an outstandine Christian young man who had grgat aspirations
to-work with'youñg people in the church. We did
that for thirteen years togdther. My greatest
dreams became realiiies as thè yçars Passed by and
God blessed our home with three beautiful daughters. Then my greatest dreams were to show Christ
i" Ày .t ifaiËn""n¿ help my husband go. to heaven'
My home and my worlä wère shattered by 'diVorce'
It can happen to anybody. !t þppeled to me.
I knoivl the pajn and rejection that come from
being rejected bf a husband of many years and I
knoñ what it .meâns to feel that God too has
forsaken me. It was easy'to be a Christian when I
w4s a happily married woman. lt's so har$ now.'I
was tiUeräied without asking for it-fightinþ against
it. I didn't want it. Believè me, bëing a liberated
rryoman isn't all it's cracked up to be.
ft is so very difficult to be a faithful Christian
when living alône. I think it's half the fight against
bitterness,-the sin of bitterness ¿nd haued, that
comes from being left with three children to raise
by myself. Rearing three children with rwo pe99J9
tó ¿ó it is a tremèndous task; rearing one child
with two people to do it is a tremendous.task. But,
alone, for'a ùoman in the world,by herself, with
the strusgling to be Christian, it is almost overPowering atïme-s. It became ¿lmost more than I could
matrãge to love my neighbors becaus.e I had to sPgng
all'mi time, you see,-making 3 Jiving, working full
time io suDDort mv th'ree children. I had to face
the problenis of 6eing a mother, father, horneContinued on Page 21
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Continued from page 18
was predicated upon our good stable health, taking
into account th¿t Neal came from long-lived parents'
and grandparents. He was 52,1,47 .
Within five months of our coming, I was faced
with a long hospitalization, ultimate major surgery

and postoperative complications resulting in a long
ànd expe4sive recovery. Wç'\¡vere recouping frgm
the effects of this when in 'ó9 weakness and a
peculiar sensation'in his legs sent Neal for medical
tests. So quickly th¿t it seemed to have to be a
mistake he t¡vas diagnosed as having amyotrophic
lateral'sðhlerosis, a f.*.al disabling diseasè witñ an
educated time of two to five years for it to do its
woik,'Flis was ¿ çlassic case: it.took two years frgm
the first sjzmptom, 21 mónths from diagnosis.
. He, researching the- disease and its effects, was
very quiet for two days and nights; and whatever
his struggles he came to terms with them then. For
my part, it took a great deal longer. I dgn't know
where all of these articles and studies on grief in the
face of deatl¡ were then. f do know by tttã time nay
Chester, who was involved in a clinic, ór study,ônthê
qh9me, came by to tell us abour it, I þad, as though
following a syllabus, passed through all the stagesôf
shocked disbelief, r.age, resenrment, bargaining-toward, against and with God, of course. I finally came
to a. measure of acceptance some months before
Nealls physical life came ro an end. Interestingly
enough, with the very beginnings of ,that anger
toward God, I drew a shede on the easy com:
munion we'd shared so long.
The immediate problem that faced being alone
was coming to teims with my mind, and heart,
and, indeed, body, that were immediately turned
off or quieted because my companion had died.
Ths best advice I got was simply to endure until
there could be focus and meaning, sense and
purPose a$ün:
Through all of this, the fellowphip of which I am
a part, as well as mâny, many other Christians and
non-Christians,, offered me and Neal, and later me
and the girls, every kind of support, every kind of
help.

I went along fine for almost ayear, not without
deal of help, attention, and ca¡e from all of
part of my life was a time of study,
meditation, and prayer before I went to work in
the mornings. This became so important and
rewarding to me that gradually I came to the
attitude of this being all I needed or wanred-a
close undisturbed relationship with the Lord. In all
my struggles or in all the problems I've gotten into
because I didn't struggle, never have I gone into
such darkness as with ihis extreme. Theré immediately followed my being brought into situations
and among people that aroused such anger and
a. gteat

you.
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resentment I would not have thought possible in
me. It \ilas â bad time, but a humbling experience
that put me in better balance, and moved me to
means that must be common to Christians even in

sophisticated unlikely world. I called it
"thrujfing 1 q¿ayer to God" but Ray' Chester
identified these as arrotry prayers in a 'recent
sermon. So if it's common enough to be named
and we delight in a Tevya, there surely must be a
lot of you, who do this too.,
Common to a mother's þroblem made more
difficult when she is alope is renunciation of claims
on her children. Cotnplicating this was my concern
withrlthe effect tho last ten years have had on my
noïv grown daughters. In ali the mellee of ilheis
andr¡defoth;'they had to grovv up too'f,ast at the
expenrdzof childhood, youth, and just plain fun.
They arb still coping with the effect of it all; andr of
course I'm confident they will come through
beautifull¡r, because they each have beautiful'
depths to explore. Christians are helping us here

this

,

too.

Lastly, and this is common to so many like
me-at Brentwood and élsewhere-is the probleni
of too much hqme anil not enough resources to
keep and maintain it. In addition, keeping a" car
operâting, working
a job, and dïminishing
energies persuadè me^t
this might be ¿t least one
affliction James could be speaking of in our time.
Lonnie, though, with his carpenters and painters,
has been a greât source

of help to many of us; Gary

and'his teenagers have too; but it is a chronic
problem that plagues +tany, if not all, of us. We do
have two widows at Brentwood who have invited
other widows into their horqes; this may be a

solution for solne.
As to the church a$ministering to these needs:
obviously they have-not always and rarely in
programs but in such sufficierit numbers I count it
help from'the entire body. I'd count it "church,"
though, had there just been one of you. What the
church might do with ,its resources of widows is to
structure some kind of help for and toward those
who have lost'their husbands, especially for that
difficult time when all callers cease and they are
alone. For me, there was Imogene Hall, recently
widowed at that time; we leaned heavily bn one
another until there w¿s no longer the intense need
to do so. She and I are in a gróup of widows that
h¿d its beginning back iir '71 when Marian Richardson had a New Year's Eve party. It has grown into
a ivarm fellowship with no purpose except this.
'Sometimes, however, we work, sometimes we play,
sometimes they make fun of my efforts at crochet.
On one or two occasions there has been a project;
but, principally, it serves as a vehicle to learn to
love and enjoy one anbthçr.
,4\
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One of those special moments . .

If the Apostle Paul had been at the
"\f,lomen in Christ Today" Seminar in
Austin, I believe he would have wept.
Not because, as some wili think, his
teaching was being twisted or denied.
He would have wept because his words
had for years been used to pre,vent the
frrll participation of wery Christi¿n in
the life of lhe Church. He would havé
wept to discover that Christian men
have been so enraptured with their
¿uthority, so enamoured of their selfserving responsibility, so blinded by
their insecurity, so weakened by their
sh¿llow love, that the liberating trVord
of grace and freedom in Christ was

.

But yet,

women still labor to make the Gospef
reál'in their lives, th¿t Christians siill
strive to bring themselves completely
under the Lordship of Christ. Paul
would have shouted for joy at the
power of the Word ro cause humbled
sinners to respond to htiman needs, to
care about others, to be bound together in a mutuality of peace and

goodwill and love.
The seminar may well prove to be
one of those special moments in history when something.imporrant happens. A new awerçness has risen to
consciousness in the Church. And it
will not rest until the issues have been
resolved, and the Church comes to
understand what

persons

it

may mean to

be

in Christ today. The next

years are going to be exciting ones.

STEVEN SPIDELL
Austin, Texas
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comprehension and gratitude.

The five-women panel covering
"Women Alone" was ¡ioignantly
handled. . . The audience was impressed with the need for help and

memory of the Christ-like, spirìt-filted,
atmosphere that dominated the entire
day still vibrates. It was evident in all
phases of the program: the worship
and praise service, the featured'
speaker, the small groups sessions, the

understanciing in these areas.
Perhaps a rereading of the scripture
on the inside of the printed program

responses, the excellent planning and
' the warm fellowship.

The featured speaker, Bobbie Lee
Holley of Chapel Hill, Nonh Carolina,
handled her subject, "God's Design
and Woman's Eignity" with a combination of scripture, theological reasoning, humility and dignity. We have
heard Mrs. Holley speak at various
times: in !968 at the inception of the
Black-White Christian lVoinsn's Re-

I don't think all of Paul's

joy that both Christian men and

on the panel, two perceptive elders
and an instructor of theology, respondcd to the featured lecrure wirh

gain çhe perspective needed to evaluare
the Seminar in Austin, TFllrnap, in November, 1974, co-hosted by,tþe Brentwood and Univcrsity congrega¡ions.

From this vantage point i.in time,

being denied to so many in the
Church. Paul would have wèpt ts hear
the pleas of those starving Christians,
pleading for the right to full citizenship
in the Kingdom
.

tears would have been from sorro¡v. I
believe he would have rejoiced with us
in the open and honest sharing of gur
lives, our struggles, our hopes, our
fears. Yes, Paul would have wept for

sponding, and this fact w¿s evident
from his remarks. The other three men

Maturing in intellectual
and sp¡ritual integrity . . .
It has taken this observer two weeks to

.

.

üeat in Detroit, in a Boston seminai,
in the mid-wçsr-but this in Austin was
her finest hour. Her dedication to
scholarly interpretation of God's Word
as it fits the needs sf eech civilization
was without parallel. Her.Christ-like

attitude made her talk even more
effective to the careful listener.
With two exceptions the thrust of

her lecture was accepted with learned
responses from those on the planned
program. One exception óame from a
woman who found she was unable to
agree with the background of Paul's
concerh with the Corinthian church as
expressed in I Corinthians 11:3-15.
This writer had the impression the
responder felt the need to re-affirm
the inspiration of thc Scriptures-a
thing Mrs. Holley had not quesrioned,
but verified, in her speech.
The second questioning of the featured lecture came from one of the
rr¡en on the afternoon pancl, "Christian Man's Response . . ." This in{ivid-

ual admitted he did nor hear rhe
morning speech to which he was re-

'

from Galatians 2:2oz "I'am irut-i¡ied
with Cbrist; neoeúbeless I lfue; yet not
I, but Cbrist lioetb in'me: altd tbe life
wbicb I now lioe in the flesh I lioe by
tbe faítb of tbe Son of God, ubo loaed
me, and gøae bimself for me," and a
recalling of Gal¿tians 3:28, "fherc is
no such tbing as Jew and Greek, slaoe
and freeman,.male and female; for you
are all one .perion in Cbrist Jes:us. But

if you thus
the

belong

to

Cbrist, you arc,

'issue' of Abraham, and so beirs by

promise," will bring fresh insight into

in Christ Today" and,will
help all men and women mature .in
"Women

intellectual and spiritual integrity.
ONA BELKNAP (MRS. A. T.)
Former editor, Cbistian Woman
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Blasphemy in the sanctuary . .

.

Editot's note, Tbe following letter,
eæprcssing basic . disøgreement uith
Mrs, Holley's oieus, uas receioed by
tbe Cbapel Hill Church of Christ, and
is used bere with pënnission of tbe
ø¡titer,

l'

have

just attended a "seminar -

Women in Christ Today" where one of
your members, Bobbie Lee Fiolley,

gave

a

peper, "God's Design

and

Dignity." The. paper is blasphemous to God, Christ, Paul, Peter

VVoman's

and other inspired writers of the Bible.
She was asked. . . if she believed her
husband to be her head as Christ is his

in Eph. 5:23). She
"No." The lady asking the quesContinued on page 24

head (as stated
said,
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is no s€cret that in theinanie of a
loving Father and a life'giving. Son'
womçn have been rqbbed of their

It

It 'is indeed

bírthright, classified' as nrítatalþ: inf,er'
ior and.únwonhY, and helegated to

to listen for their gwn peisonal calls to freedom and Person-

beginning

ineffeble joy as to Mary; weeping long
ago in the shadow óf the tomb, when
'her Lord spôke her name in tenderness
end unmisrakable peaning. Such ptir
rings have profound implicatións.for
the life aúd work of the church.
Surely, no one would SeriouslY denY
that women have been, at best, sccond

class'citizens in the church and¡ at
urorct, cotrnpletely suppressed. One

.

to, women who t'are about as.
interesting as stale bread." It
brqught to mind the images of a
varie¡y of "church w¿llflowers"
who live stunted lives.2
It is the sisters that I feel
so¡ry for most of all. How often
are. they consultPd about the
work of the.congregationP HPw
much are they encouraged to
think, to grow, to be themselves,
to critiçizã, oi simply t.o be?3

In most instances women have not
deeply spiritual anil' very sensitive' been invited to the business meetings
friend.said almost desperately, rr¡'¡n ' of the:church thôugh often they connot intercsted in preaching or teaching
tribute substantially to'the financial
or running anything; I just want some' .resouices. In oni congregation several
body to ¿sk me wh¿t I think, how I widows, who werê.not only perinitted
feel, where I hurt. I want someone to
but encouraged to mongage their
listen, to recognizé that l, havç some'
homes to help build a new church
thing to offer,. to know that I'm building, were not consulte{ on even
s-omebody.'l One writer described an
so much as interior dgcorating. ln
incident after.a group of ifriènds had another small congregation, where
spcnt 'some time together Sharing spiritual resources were limiæd' the
. ideas, things of the heart, faith and
ladies wanted to plan' a day of study,
burdens:
, devotion and fellowship. \{hen they
asked for a very smal! sum. from the
church treasury,'the response of one
She spoke to 'me pfivatelY,
of. the men was, "We don't neqd to
almost cautiously, in one of the
said,
have nothing fot wo¡¡g¡."
guiet times. "l hurt," she
of
What of thg gifts that women are
is
heart
my'
fi¡U
"because
questions and ideas. I want to forced to bury?. One womañ,. though
well known in the community as a
share. They cry out to be sPoken
'highly
compètent educator, was not
but I cannot speak." 'lAnd
ltve
I
asked.
why?"
"Bécause
I
Victor Hunter, "In the Beginning,"
never been allowed to lea¡n to
'
Mission
7 (May,1974), p. 3.
speak. And now, den with tirese
2Robert
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serve on the eduqation

title nor pay and seldôm any
recognition. Our worship se¡vices.
might be much warmer and more

given the
.

.

caring people, I feel intimidated.
I'm short of practice, you know.
'Be silefit' has been my qrder-or
'talk to the children, that's your
plece.' " I hurt with her.l

to

committee because "she knew too
much." Some women really'funclion
as educational directors but are never

frightening to

ctÈftémplate the waY the church
, lüs,t aprevented many women
.tr'( ftralftf Þmploying their God-given
it þifts. I cannot put out of my
'' l¡ind the reference (in ¿n article)

positions of silencé a¡1d subjugatio-n. lt
'is also- no secret that women are

hood, responsibility and prlesthood in
Jesus, the Son. The light dawns with

permitted

Caring and understanding men are
speaking up for us:

M. Fowler, Letter to Integ'

if women were allowed some
part in planning and participation.

spiritual

More and more Christian women speak

of their "schizophrenic existence"living one life in the church ànd
another without. Besides the problems

of authentidity arid integrity, this entails the grave sin of living lifê in
coinpartments. Their gifts, education
and opportunities enable them to serve
the world in art, drama,. m¡rsic, jour-

nalism, education, business, politics.
How desperately some would like to
bring these gifts t9 the altar and how
desperately the church'needs sûch
expertiie!

Even

in

that have

areas

nothing

whatsoever to do with the questio¡s of
leadership, subordlnation or silence in

the assembly, women

have' been
limited in .the full use and expression
of their talents because our concept of
"chùrch work" is so narrowly limited.
\{ith fust a little bit of encouragement
and a great deal of freedom, how
many creative ministries might be developed! As Elton Trueblood so aptly
. . . this

situation is

wrong, and

it

deePlY

is especiallY clear

th¿t it is stupid, when the
church is literally fighting,
against great odds, fór its verY
life. It is foolish to neglect available power when

it

is

desPer-

ately needed.a
Such waste is indeed tragic and wrong'
because the church is impoverished,

Continued on Pdge 24

ùty 4 (April,1973), p. 174.
3
Leroy Garrett, "Must Religion be
Oppresive," Resiorøtion Reoiew t4

aElton Trueblood, Tbe Future'of
the Cbristian (New .York:'HarPer &

(February, 1972), p. 178.

Row, 1971), p. 32.
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FORUM Continued
tion said, "You don't believe the
Bible-I have nò more questions."
Please, brethren, in Christ's name
and by his authority, read thar manuscript (75 þageq) and check it with the
scriptures. She talked of Paul as if he
were a "ci¡stom-bound," un-inspired
man, "who would make a lousy husband" quote. She said,."he and Peter

made mistakes, they were human
It is true they were human
beings and imperf. [sic] but not so in
teach:ing. "The Holy Spirir led them in
. all truth." Their teaching was from
Jesus and rhe Farher, thróugh the
Holy Spirit-or ìheie is no tRutg.
beings."

Mrs. Holley is a "Lib-E.R.A.-N.O.W.
Movement" teacher, using the Church
of Christ as cover. Her paper is anything but Christian!
She believes she can preach in the
pulpit, or be an elder, or any thing else
men were told by God, then Christ, as
leaders to do. She (and evidently Mr.
Holley) do not believe God's word as
set down by inspired apôstles in the
New Testament. That is a very serious
charge but she has proved it.

Do you

believe

the

scriptures?

her manuscript against
Christian love and for His

Please check

them.

ln

glory!
MRS. G. M. TURNER
Garland, Texas

the church. tt's one thing just to

WHAT & SO WHAT
Continued
energies are unchanneled, God-given
gifts are not allowed to be exercised,
and women are spiritually, emotionally and psychologically damaged.
Who will have to givè account for
these buried talents-the .women who

accept-or to seek-the changes society
forces on us, and quite another to
consider change from a biblical per-

spective.
I did find myself

I

'

wishing that we
could spend more time on ihe sticky
wicket of Bible interpretatioft, ,Ir still

seerns fair to me to askr "lf we
relegate Paul's restrictions on. women
to, first century culture, why not also
dismiss, say, the doctrine of the resurrection? Or the church? Or the incarnation?" I ihink there are some new

answers

to these questions since so

many people lost their faith on just
such grounds since the nineteenth cen-

tury. We need to hear those

answers

while being challenged to change.
Obviously, one can't cover all bases
in one lécture, and my raising this
issue is more in hopes for future talks
than in criticism of this one. lVe were
in the good company of old Brother C.

were not allowed to use them or those
who created the situ¿tion that made it
impossible for them to do so?
Paul would be concerned abour us
today because we are bringing shame
upon the church; veils no longer mat.

ter but human personality does.
Whereas

observers can .see

R. Nichol, who held thar Paul's restrictions in the Corinthian correspondence applied only to rhe apostolic age. Brother Nichol was neirher a

What do Christian women want?
We only want to be persons, free

defender of radical chic nor a theological liberal. He had a high view of both

to give the world all that our
individual talents, minds, and
personalities have to offer. Nor
are we interested in taking over

paper will prompt and can sharpen óur

things or pushing men out of rhe
way. trVe only ask to be recognized as equal partners, ,Toint

.the Bible and women. Hopefully the
discussions of Bobbie Lee Holley's
appreciation for both.

heirs of the grace of life,, (l
Peter 3:7) and "fellow workers

RON DURHAM

NEXI-/IIONTH

of

Bible interpretat¡on . .

that ,,churches are

one of the few important institutions
that still elevate discrimination against
women to rhe level of principle."6

Austin, Texas

The problem

the church could ,,witness

powerfully ro rhe message of redemption and equality in Christ and have'a
radical effect roward humanizing and
personalizing our society,"5 outside

IN

.

in Christ Jesus" (Romans

t6:3).7
May God help us ¿ll to make way
for grace and to hear whar the Spirit is

'

saying to us.

It was thrilling for me, as an elder,
to be invited to participate in the
...

discussion groups and ro see the way
diverse needs, views, and interests were.
brought togerher in such love and
openness.

I

especially appreciated Bobbie Lee

Holley's concern for biblical theology

in her campaign for increased recognition of what women can corltribute in

24

2AO

BLH
sThomas

Norman Parks will conclude.
his series on the ihoice bf
nonpower in the body of
Christ in "It Shall Nor Be
So Among You." Part III

Kemp, "putting Woman in
Her Place," Mission Z (Mey, 1974),
p. 8.
6

Letha Sc¿nzoni and Nancy Hardesty, All We're Meant To Be (Waco:
Word Books, Publisher, 1974), p. 2O2,
quoted from Tbe Neas York Times 17
(May,l97O).
7
lbid., p.206.
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